**NATURE TREASURE HUNT**

Explore the trails or your neighborhood to search for treasures around you. Remember to look high and low to see how many items you can find.

**TO LOOK FOR:**
- Pinecone
- Berries on a branch
- Seed pod
- Animal Tracks
- Forest animals (deer, squirrels, rabbits)
- Rocks with different features and colors
- Cloud shapes
- Your breath
- Two types of trees (leaf trees and pine trees)
- Frozen puddles
- Birds
- Bird feathers
- Bird nests
- Signs of spring (blades of grass, buds on the trees)

**TO SMELL:**
- Tree bark
- Snow
- Pine tree
- Fresh air (discuss what makes it smell fresh)

**TO LISTEN FOR:**
- Birds chirping
- The wind
- Water dripping/rivers flowing
- Footsteps in the snow or leaves
- Crunching ice (puddles)

**TO FEEL:**
- Chilly cheeks
- Tree bark
- Ice
- Snow or snowflakes (on fingers and on your tongue)
- Last year's leaves
- Mud
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